SERVICE BULLETIN no. 4/08/2009

The Inspections of the Brake MarS - T Tandem Parachutes

1. APPLIES TO: the BP – 01T and BP – 04T brake parachutes (hereinafter brake parachutes) used with the MarS-T tandem parachutes manufactured by the company MarS a.s. Jevíčko.

2. REASON: Information for users.

3. MEASURES: The manufacturer warns the users to always perform a consistent inspection and check of the brake parachute before each packing of the MarS – T tandem parachute with a special focus on the length of the kill line and connecting webbing from the place of the attachment to the corrosion-proof grommet (when straightened the kill line must be longer than the connecting webbing) as well as on the condition of the reinforcement and corrosion-proof grommet through which the kill line leads. If any inconsistencies or damages of the above mentioned parts are discovered, the brake parachute must be taken out of use and sent to the manufacturer in order to perform a professional inspection and repair.

After performing 250 jumps always send the brake parachute to the manufacturer to perform a professional inspection.

4. VALIDITY: Upon the Bulletin´s issue.

5. DATE OF ISSUE: In Jevíčko, on August 12, 2009
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